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Leaving the heavy claymore behind, you continue on through the forest towards a massive oak that you can
now see towering above all the other trees. You do not recall it being there yesterday, but this no longer
surprises you too much. On the other side of the tree is a mystical glade, filled with lush grass spotted here
and there with daisies, violets and other flowers. Bunnies cavort on the grass, unconcerned by your presence,
and brightly coloured birds abound, twittering and singing to their heart’s content. A unicorn grazes quietly,
ignoring you completely, and two fairies flutter about nearby, sprinkling rainbow fairy dust that vanishes just
before it touches the ground.

Marring this scene, however, are some tyre tracks cutting straight through the grass, apparently starting just
in front of the tree. Before you have any time to consider how they got there, a ute looking equally ancient
appears in front of the tree, racing towards you along the same set of tyre tracks. Instinctively, you stick out
your thumb, pointing towards the centre of the glade. The ute screeches to a halt, the door flies open, and the
driver, a middle-aged man in a neat business suit, beckons for you to hop in.

You quickly do so, and the ute speeds off again, the smell coming from a large crate of fish pollutes the otherwise
pleasant scene as you leave the glade behind and in no time reach an open, grassy plain. Another huge oak tree
appears on the horizon and approaches increasingly slowly, but you seem to follow Zeno’s paradox and never
quite get there.

The driver introduces himself as Lord John, and explains that he is on the trail of two criminals, known only
as Chan and White, who have stolen a coin from his office that was stabilising the fabric of space-time around
it. Without the coin’s presence, Melbourne has started to fragment and slip into a bizarre fantasy world. Lord
John suspects the pair are part of the notorious SAMS — Sydneysiders Against Melbourne Society. Having
explained his hypothesis, he starts to ramble, telling you about the origins of his vehicle, and your mind likewise
starts to wander.

“A great-uncle of mine made a fortune in America, and when he came over to visit when I was young, he
brought his latest gadget with him — a classic Model A Ford. Doesn’t sound all that great after all these years,
but still drives like a charm. You know, when I was young, I never heard of the Ford Motor Company. Now
Ford is a household name. Some people even name their kids Ford as a joke. It’s atrocious.”

With the overwhelming smell of fish in the air and Lord John starting to babble in Chinese, you begin to lose
your fight to stay awake, when you suddenly realise the huge oak tree that was on the horizon is mere metres
in front of you, and again the tyre tracks head straight into it. You look over at Lord John to find that he isn’t
there, in fact, the entire ute isn’t there, and contrary to all three of Newton’s laws of motion, you’re now sitting
on the ground in front of the oak tree, completely stationary.

Next to you, you find a tattered old book. Before you can read it, it starts disintegrating in your very hands,
leaving only a single page with a huge hole in the middle. You can only read the first and last sentences: “Ford
was holding up a small glass jar which quite clearly had a small yellow fish wriggling around in it. . . He gasped
in terror at what sounded like a man trying to gargle while fighting off a pack of wolves.”

Suddenly, the sky fills with the shadow of a dark, swooping shape, circling above the tree and slowly descending
towards you. As you look back down at the surviving page, it seems to shine with a fluorescent glow, as if it
had something written in invisible ink. It is at this point you notice a small bronze plaque nailed to the oak
tree, which reads:

Common and last in Henry’s domain,
Into what a vast tail cannot explain.
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